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Abstract
Analysts who use predictive analytics methods need actionable evidence to support their models and simulations.
Commonly, this evidence is distilled from large data sets with significant amount of culling and searching through
a variety of sources including traditional and social media. The time/cost effectiveness and quality of the evidence
marshaling process can be greatly enhanced by combining component technologies that support directed content
harvesting, automated semantic annotation, and content analysis within a collaborative environment, with a
functional interface to models and simulations. Existing evidence extraction tools provide some, but not all, the
critical components that would empower such an integrated knowledge management environment. This paper
describes a novel evidence marshaling solution that significantly advances the state of the art. Its embodiment, the
Knowledge Encapsulation Framework (KEF), offers a suite of semi-automated and configurable content harvesting,
vetting, annotation and analysis capabilities within a wiki-enabled and user-friendly visual interface that supports
collaborative work across distributed teams of analysts. After a summarization of related work, our motivation, and
the technical implementation of KEF, we will explore the model for using KEF and results of our research.
Keywords: Semantic web, Technosocial predictive analytics, Predictive analytics, Knowledge management,
Knowledge encapsulation framework, Semantic MediaWiki, Web-based interaction, Collaborative computing
environments, Data mining, Web harvesting, Natural language processing

Introduction
Information analysts and researchers across many
domains in academia, industry, and government have
the onerous task of culling and searching through large
data sets of traditional and social media to support their
research in their domain. While the internet has simplified distance collaboration and increased many facets of
an individual’s or team’s productivity [1], it has also significantly increased the number of possible traditional
(e.g., journal articles, conference papers, technical
reports, etc.) and social media (e.g., blogs, Twitter, etc.)
sources that the analyst must locate, fact check, and leverage in a meaningful way [2]. The Washington Post
helps to illustrate the quantity of data that can be accumulated rapidly when social media is combined with
traditional media surrounding a topic with a recent blog
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post focusing on Twitter volume during the 2012 Republican Presidential primary. Well over 200,000 tweets
were made about the front-running 2012 Republican
candidates in a single day [3]. This is, of course, insignificant to the amount of social media data churned out
daily by Twitter alone (approximately 140,000,000 tweets
per day as of this writing [4]), in addition to Facebook,
LinkedIn, Google+, and the other prominent social networking sites.
The analyst, who’s research is enabled by this mountain of data, is now responsible for combining the various sources, fact checking each record, marshaling the
evidence, and aligning it with models for predicting future events. This analyst’s job can be made simpler
through the use of state-of-the art data mining and harvesting applications, which can automatically locate and
combine disparate data repositories into a single, much
larger repository. The analyst can then go to a single location to search for relevant evidence instead of searching multiple locations. Once harvested, these data can
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be fed through other analytical applications to find relevant named entity, location, or event mentions that would
be of interest to the analyst or the models. Finally, the analyst can use existing collaborative tools to interact with
peers who might be doing similar research. Unfortunately,
these solutions have not yet been integrated into a single
tool, leaving much of the burden on the analyst for
moving data between applications and noticing relevant
information once it’s been collected. For example, environments such as IBM SPSS and SAS Analytics, which are
the instruments of choice for predictive analysis, provide
tools for data collection through surveys, data mining, and
presentation but do not offer a collaborative framework
with capabilities for harvesting content from the internet
and automated semantic annotation.
Why does a predictive analyst need such powerful features combined in a single tool? Consider the diversity
of the research that a predictive analyst might face in
today’s world:
 What does the use of social media tools such as

Facebook and Twitter in the recent “Arab Spring”
uprisings tell us about the regimes in the region that
are most vulnerable to similar rebellions? How
might cultural differences affect the translation of
these phenomena to other parts of the world?
 Assuming that the high incidence of 100-degree
days in much of the southern United States during
the summer of 2011 is a long-term trend, what are
the likely implications for U.S. power grid
operations? Will any of the anticipated changes in
electrical load create new vulnerabilities in the grid?
Where are these vulnerabilities likely to be
concentrated? How might they be mitigated?
 How would one recognize the “early warning signs”
of an emerging terrorist network that has the goal of
building a nuclear weapon? How could these
warning signs be differentiated from activities
resulting from peaceful use of nuclear power?
Though each of these sets of questions represents a
focus on different technical domains and social phenomena, each illustrates the interconnectedness of technological and social systems that characterizes our modern
world. It is within this intersection of technology and society that Technosocial Predictive Analytics (TPA) [5]
exists. The goal of TPA is to “create decision advantage
in support of natural decision making through a process
of analytical transformation that integrates psychosocial
and physical models by leveraging insights from both
the social and natural sciences” [6]. In the information
security domain, TPA helps the analyst anticipate and
counter threats to national security and social well being
that originate through this interaction of society and
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technology. Whether these threats are man-made or natural, malicious or unintended, our ability to create computer models that help us think robustly about plausible
future scenarios is increasingly being used to improve
our understanding of the consequences emerging from
the complex intersection of human society, technology,
and the physical environment.
In this paper, we describe the Knowledge Encapsulation
Framework (KEF) [7], a platform for managing information, marshaling evidence, empowering collaboration, and
automatically discovering relevant data. After discussing
related work, our motivation for developing KEF, and
its technical implementation, we will explore both the
general KEF model for applying the framework and its
real-world experiences.
Related work

The underlying research behind KEF is based on research done in a number of domains over a number of
years. Experts systems research [8,9] have tried to capture the tacit knowledge residing within a specific domain (usually through the elicitation of that knowledge
from subject matter experts [SMEs]) so this information
can be shared and transferred to other members [10].
KEF itself does not attempt to master or understand the
SMEs’ knowledge and evidence as a learning system
might. KEF instead focuses on streamlining the research
and modeling processes by creating a collaborative environment for SMEs to come together, organize and
share information, and provide transparency to help
connect research, data, and the types of dialog that
occur naturally between researchers. KEF therefore is an
environment that allows for the discussion and evolution
of new knowledge and ideas and not a more anthropomorphic representation that may appear to have human
form and can listen and talk to the user [11].
There is also often a significant amount of effort
placed in engineering the knowledge structure in expert
systems so that reasoning can occur to handle unforeseen situations. While KEF does attempt to annotate semantic relationships identified within the data sources,
these are not hard-coded ontologies – rather, we build
up a categorization scheme based on the content identified [10]. Finally, typical expert systems focus on a very
narrowly defined domain such as Mycin [12] and
CADUCEUS [13] (both medical diagnosis systems),
NeteXPERT [14] (network operations automation system), KnowledgeBench [15] (new product development
applications), and Dipmeter Advisor [16] (oil exploration
system). KEF, while similar in many regards to these
other examples, is distinctly different as it is specifically
designed to be widely applicable to many domains allowing for customization to meet specific domain needs and
requirements.
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Collaborative problem solving environments (CPSE)
are another analogy for this concept. The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) has a long history of
building CPSEs for U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
scientists [17], such as the DOE2000 Electronic Notebook Project [18] and Velo [19]. Watson [20] reviewed a
number of organizations pursuing CPSEs including
other DOE sites (e.g., the Common Component Architecture, Collaboratory Interoperability Framework, and
Corridor One Project) as well as the U.S. Department of
Defense (e.g., Gateway), NASA (e.g., the Intelligent Synthesis Environment, Collaborative Engineering Environment, and Science Desk) and numerous university
efforts (Rutgers University’s Distributed System for Collaborative Information Processing and Learning, the
University of Michigan’s Space Physics and Aeronomy
Research Collaboratory, and Stanford's Interactive
Workspaces). Shaffer [21], in his position statement on
CPSEs, defined them as a “system that provides an integrated set of high level facilities to support groups
engaged in solving problems from a proscribed domain.”
These facilities – for example, components to enable
three-dimensional molecular visualization for biologists
– are most often directly related to the domain.
There are a number of domain-specific applications
that a predictive analyst might use. IBM SPSS [22] and
SAS Analytics [23] are both marketed towards a business analytics/business intelligence audience and provide
capabilities such as text analysis, data mining,
visualization, model integration, and statistics. Palantir
[24] also markets to business clients, but also has a
growing reputation in the intelligence community for
being able to mine data from disparate sources (e.g., CIA
and FBI databases) and combine them into a single,
structured repository. Each of these examples represents
widely used predictive analytics applications; however,
each is lacking in key areas. Specifically, they do not
offer a collaborative framework with capabilities for harvesting content from the internet and automated semantic annotation. They also have not addressed the
growing need for being able to combine traditional data
repositories with social media data.
Perhaps the most currently available technologies most
similar to KEF are "web 2.0" information stores. Examples
include encyclopedic resources such as Wikipedia and
Knol that rely on the "wisdom of the crowds [25]" to build
and maintain a knowledge base of information. Such
resources rarely utilize automated processes to extract semantic relations and add these as additional metadata
that can aid in the discovery process. Like KEF, some of
these systems use tags to provide an informal taxonomy,
but the domain scale is typically very wide (in the case of
Wikipedia, the goal is to provide an encyclopedia’s worth
of knowledge). Project Halo [26] is a specific instance of
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an information store that aims to develop an application
capable of answering novel questions and solving
advanced problems in a broad range of scientific disciplines (e.g., biology, physics, and chemistry). The mechanism for inserting knowledge into the data store (i.e., using
graduate students with domain knowledge) requires significant effort, however. The KEF approach is to share the
load between automated information extraction tools and
domain experts. While we acknowledge the limitations of
automated information extraction technologies, we believe an approach that leverages automated means while
encouraging users to make corrections and provide their
own annotations provides significant semantic markup
and encourages SME engagement.
Motivation for this work

Our work on KEF is motivated by two goals – one specific to the task of TPA, the other more general. The
first goal is to provide a framework that meets the specific knowledge management requirements imposed by
the multi-disciplinary character of TPA, supporting the
ability to:
 collaborate across multiple disciplines
 marshal evidence in support of model design and

calibration
 provide transparency into the models being used

Our implementation of features supporting these
requirements is discussed in detail in subsequent sections of this paper.
A second, more general goal of this work is to provide
a framework that shifts the focus of analysts towards
tasks that add value to their data and away from the
more mechanical aspects of data collection. It is not uncommon for intelligence analysts (a specific type of
knowledge worker with whom the authors have experience) to spend 80% of their time collecting material for
their task, thanks in part to the previously mentioned
access to publications on the internet, leaving only 20%
of time for the analysis [27]. In the research described
herein, we aim to address the data quantity problem as
well as making use of electronic media to increase collaboration and productivity. We do this through a collaborative wiki environment designed to find and filter
input data, allow for user input and annotations, and
provide a collaborative workspace for team members.
This framework is also designed to establish provenance,
linking data from sources directly to a research area for
maximum productivity and pedigree.
Technical implementation

At its core, KEF is a blending of open source software projects and custom development. KEF seamlessly integrates
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these separate components into a single environment,
providing users with a suite of features and capabilities
that no single KEF component can provide on its own.
MediaWiki [28], the same software that powers Wikipedia, forms the foundation of KEF. The wiki provides KEF
with many standard web content management system
(CMS) features and functionality such as user account
management; the ability to easily create, edit, and delete
content; a customizable theme engine; attribution of
authors for not only the creation of content but all edits
and deletions; and perhaps most importantly, a framework
for importing community and custom created extensions.
As each piece of content is created, MediaWiki creates a
new web-based “page” to store its contents. All data from
the wiki are stored in a MySQL database. For the author
and any subsequent editors, the wiki provides a version
control system, ensuring that any subsequent edits, deletions, or moves are preserved for provenance.
Despite being a powerful CMS, these features alone
are not sufficient to accomplish the goals set forth by
the KEF project. Even though MediaWiki stores its content in a database, each page of content is stored as a
single field of text. To a user reading the page, this is acceptable because the user has no direct interaction with
the database or underlying functionality. However, for a
user who wishes to perform advanced queries across
multiple pages, it is less than adequate. Krötzsch et. al.
[29] created an extension called Semantic MediaWiki
(SMW) that integrates semantic features into the base
MediaWiki framework. Extending MediaWiki in this
way provided the capability to rapidly sift through the
content in the wiki based on the semantically tagged
text. KEF uses the Semantic Forms [30] extension to
provide manual semantic markup within the wiki pages.
Not only does this alleviate the need for a user to learn
wiki syntax, a web programming language similar to
HTML, but by providing user-friendly forms for data
entry, it ensures consistency because semantic properties
are applied automatically when wiki pages are created.
In addition to properties, each page in the wiki is associated with a template, which controls what information
is displayed to the user and how it appears, and a category, which groups similar types of pages together (e.g.,
all journal articles might be in a ”publications” category).
For example, an analyst might have a collection of
publications that needs to be tracked with KEF. Some of
these publications might be journal articles, books, conference papers, technical articles, technical reports, etc.,
and as a result, each might have quite different information associated with it. The publication category therefore would be used to group like content together, but
each type of publication would have a custom form to
capture its information and a custom template to display
its information properly.
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In a traditional MediaWiki environment, a security
analyst could still create a series of pages, each representing a different type of publication in a publication
category. The analyst could also perform text-based
searches to locate a particular string of text located
within one or more of the pages in the wiki. This is how
many commercial wikis, such as Wikipedia, function.
Within KEF however, that same analyst would have access to much more powerful searching mechanism. Each
field that is filled out with the semantic form can be
converted into a facet in a faceted browser, [31] a
method of filtering and reducing quantities of information, to rapidly filter the collection of publications to a
more manageable subset based on a selection of semantic properties. Instead of the traditional ”search results”
page, the page would be a dynamically updating one
where the analyst has the ability to drill down into the
content and more easily find relevant information.
For example, as seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3, the analyst
would be presented with a set of results in the faceted
browser. From here, the analyst may select a particular
author, publication date, or interesting phrase to explore
the results in a manageable way. If the analyst selected
the date “1995-01-01” in Figure 3, all but 2 of the original 145 results would be filtered out. Any of the metadata collected during content entry may be exposed as a
facet, giving a high degree of customization to these
interfaces and allowing them to be molded to most accurately represent the content to be explored.
KEF blends community and custom extensions to facilitate this faceted browsing capability. Exhibit [18], a

Figure 1 KEF technology diagram. This figure illustrates the
various components that have been brought together to create KEF.
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Figure 2 Journal article entry form. This screenshot illustrates the form that aids the analyst when creating a journal article.

product of the SIMILE project at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), provides a number of simple visualizations for the semantic data such as a
Timelines, Table, Map (powered by Google Maps), and
Calendar. The value of these visualizations is amplified
by the faceted browsing technique, allowing the user to
remove any of the pages that do not match their filters.
KEF updates the visualization with each new selection,
reducing the amount of data that the user must actively
view. The KEF development team has integrated the research done at MIT on the Exhibit project with Apache
SOLR [32] technology to significantly improve the scaling of Exhibit, giving the user instantaneous access to
the data contained in their KEF site, even when there
are tens of thousands of pages in the wiki.

Beyond providing basic content and user management,
KEF serves as a collaborative environment, fostering discussion and the sharing of information. Several enhancements are necessary to facilitate this capability in the wiki.
We have introduced the concept of User Profiles into KEF
through a customized version of the community extension
Social Profile [33]. These profiles might contain the standard “social networking” type of information such as name,
email address, interests, skills, etc. They also commonly
include research interests, publications, projects, and
other information that might not be shared on a traditional social networking site (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIN),
but would still be of interest to internal collaborators. We
have also bolstered the security system within the wiki environment to adequately protect the users and their
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Figure 3 Faceted browser. This screenshot illustrates the faceted browser used by an analyst.

research. A wiki, at its core, is an open collaborative environment. Because of the sensitive nature of some analysts’
research, it is often necessary to provide safeguards and
access restrictions on their KEF installations. The community extension HaloACL [34] was integrated into KEF to
provide security for these cases. This extension provides
the capability of hiding complete pages and sub-page elements from users outside a particular user class. For example, a team of analysts might be spread across several
institutions, requiring that their KEF installation live on a
publicly available web server. While a brief welcome
screen and general explanation of the project might be
available for public consumption, none of the research,
discussion, or modeling that goes on within KEF should
be available publicly. Through HaloACL, that installation
can be secured so that only registered and approved users
that belong to the team of analysts can view or edit the
sensitive data in KEF. On some installations, that is all of
the data while others only protect a small subset.

Other community extensions add functionality such as
the ability to construct widgets for commonly used code
(e.g., embedding social video such as YouTube), add new
semantic views for data (e.g., a sortable, printable, colorcoded spreadsheet), use simple programmatic functions
in wiki markup (e.g., if statements and arrays), a What
You See is What You Get (WYSIWYG) editor, etc. In
addition to custom development already highlighted in
this section, the KEF team has created a significant number of extensions to facilitate specific functionality.
These extensions will be covered in more detail in the
KEF Model section below.
KEF relies heavily on MediaWiki for content management, but MediaWiki is not the only component
within the framework. PHPbb [35] (PHP Bulletin
Board) is a web-based forum application. While an
analyst could easily share links to content in the wiki
through an email or instant messaging client, these
solutions are often lacking when it comes to recalling
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the conversation in the future or sharing it with other
collaborators. A discussion forum provides a central
resource that anyone with the appropriate access can
view, engage, and share. As we will outline, the ability
to discuss the activities in the wiki with other members of a research team to solicit feedback and knowledge sharing is critical to the success of the KEF
model. KEF also uses Wordpress [36], a web-based
blogging engine. A wiki is designed to have infinite
layers of content, while a blog is designed to give users
a chronological view of new information. Many KEF
installations use the “blog” feature as an announcements or tasking platform to disseminate changes or
new information rapidly among the user community.
The KEF Model
Figure 4 illustrates the collaborative process followed
by a team using KEF. Each numbered section represents
a collaborative effort that is part of the KEF process. The
specific example in Figure 4 focuses on a demonstration
of KEF’s capabilities that studies nuclear proliferation
and illicit trafficking. This model focuses not on managing existing evidence (although KEF can play that
role), but on discovering new evidence, fostering the collaboration of SMEs, aligning evidence with data models,
and analyzing these data and evidence.
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At its simplest, this process is:
1. Set Up Environment
2. Automated Discovery Process
3. Evidence Marshaling
4. Evidence-Model Alignment
5. Analytical Gaming / Analysis
Throughout each stage in this process, KEF steps outside of the standard wiki model to fuel collaboration. To
that extent, KEF’s discussion forum allows team members to flesh out ideas and participate in threaded conversations. Team members are automatically notified via
email when new topics or replies are posted, ensuring
that busy team members are kept in the loop even if they
do not view the forum regularly. KEF’s blog allows a team
member to reach out to the rest of the team and alert
them to new content in the wiki or a new discussion in
the forum. Team members receive announcements from
the blog either as a subscribed RSS feed or via email.
Stage 1: Set up environment

When starting a new instantiation of the environment,
the KEF team meets with the SMEs and modelers to
understand more about the domain (Stage 1 in Figure 4).

Figure 4 The KEF model. This figure shows a detailed illustration of how the KEF process takes place.
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The KEF team is composed of computer scientists,
designers, and developers. As a result, projects rarely are
in a domain that matches the team’s experience. These
initial meetings with SMEs provide critical insight into
the problem space and the desired outcome of the project. Key resources such as data sets, specific databases,
important documents (e.g., journal articles, technical
reports, etc.), and social media sources (e.g., specific
users, topics, or sources) are gathered as the team seeks
an understanding of the major domain concepts.
Based on the requirements outlined by the SMEs and
modelers, KEF is customized based on project-specific
requirements to easily incorporate the project’s key
resources. A typical KEF environment is deployed to a
web server for development using a custom continuous
build system. As the members of the research and KEF
teams work on the site, changes in content (which are
primarily stored in the MySQL database) and changes in
the underlying framework (which are primarily stored
on the web server) can be made simultaneously, allowing
for the rapid development process that is often necessary
in a research environment.
Once the environment is set up, the KEF team usually
creates a series of Semantic Forms for the SME to use for
manually entering content. As this new content is added
to the wiki, the underlying semantics = mark up the text.
Semantic Forms itself allows for basic markup, using each
of the different fields in the form to represent a semantic
property once the page has been created. KEF has also
introduced a series of custom Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools that search through the submitted text
adding additional annotations. The goal of these annotations to the unstructured data is to assist the SME in adding additional structure to the unstructured data that will
support discovery and alignment of evidence. The current
set of automated annotations includes:






named entity mentions
automated categorization
statistically improbably phrases
sentiment analysis
event recognition

Named entity mentions annotations are used to indicate where entities of certain types of interest are referred to in a document. For recognizing named entities
such as proper names, dates, times, and locations, we
use two approaches: a statistical approach to provide
coverage for general entity types (e.g., Person, Location,
and Organization) and a dictionary-based approach to
provide precision for domain-specific types. KEF’s statistical named entity recognizer (NER) annotator can also
use the Stanford NER tagger to tag people, organizations, and locations based on a linear chain Conditional
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Random Field sequence classifier. The dictionary-based
NER annotator uses lists of terms provided by the SME
to tag entities relevant to the particular domain, such as
specific types of people, organizations, or technologies.
Automated categorization annotations identify documents belonging to particular categories. The process
for determining these categories starts with the SME
providing some example documents. A maximum likelihood estimator (provided by LingPipe [37]) is trained on
these categories and documents. As new documents are
added, KEF can automatically place them into the appropriate category.
Statistically improbable phrase annotations identify
phrases in a document that are deemed unlikely as compared to some background corpus. The sort of phrases
identified can vary based on the background corpus
used. For example, a general-purpose background corpus is used with a similar approach for Amazon’s Statistically Improbable Phrases [38] to produce domain- or
topic-specific terms in books. Similarly, a same-domain
corpus of earlier documents can identify emerging
themes and terms over time as used by Google News
and similar tools. The functionality of our statistically
improbable phrases annotator is based on LingPipe. As a
background corpus for each document we use a collection of public domain novels, providing a generic model
that allows topic-relevant terminology to emerge.
Sentiment analysis is performed to identify polarity
(positive or negative) of documents or passages. This is
driven by lexicons, which may be customized for specific
domains. These annotations can be used for searching
for evidence supporting specific opinions.
Event recognition is used to automatically annotate mentions of events of interest and the entities that that have
roles in the events. Events and entities are identified using
an information extraction pipeline and labeled according
to types defined in an ontology. Event ontologies can be
centered around domains – such as terrorism or technology [39] – or types of evidence – such as rhetoric [40].
With the structure given by these automated annotations, features of the semantic wiki such as the faceted
search and summary views can be used by the SME to
home in on specific content or pieces of content of
interest for identifying evidence. For example, to identify
the current state of networks of interest, the SME can
search for mentions of entity types representing people
of interest (e.g., Denied Person).
A threaded discussion forum and blog are also often
deployed with the wiki in the earliest stages of the KEF
development cycle. The forum will house discussions
related to the models and data being gathered within the
wiki. We begin with the forum in place to ensure that as
content is manually entered in Stage 1, automatically
harvested in Stage 2, integrated with the wiki in Stage 3,
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and aligned with data models in Stage 4, the SMEs will
have a consistent area for holding collaborative discussions. Even during the analysis stage, a SME can return
to the same discussion space to resume a discussion
from a previous portion of the project. We also use the
blog to highlight new features, or pieces of content, that
might be of interest to other members of the team.
At the end of Stage 1, KEF has a functional blog, wiki,
and forum and is available for the research team to
begin collaborating, although at this time the amount of
content is limited to only those documents manually
entered. For example, this could include those reports
and other documents considered to be excellent examples of the types of information the SME’s and modelers
hope to use to drive their models. In addition, this could
also include structured data sets.
Stage 2: Automated discovery process

In Stage 2, we introduce the automated discovery mechanism (ADM). This suite of tools enables the SME to
use the content entered during Stage 1 to automatically
locate content on the internet (and other, potentially secure or otherwise restricted data sources) that may be
statistically relevant. Through the semantic markup that
was done as these “seed documents” were created, the
ADM captures the essence of those documents (e.g.,
named entity mentions, automated categorization, statistically improbably phrases, sentiment analysis, event recognition) and searches across other data sources to
identify potentially relevant material, covering both traditional and social media, such as:






Google Scholar
Opensource.gov
CNS Nonproliferation Databases
Microblogs (e.g., Twitter)
Blogs dedicated to nuclear nonproliferation
discussions
 The Nuclear Suppliers Group Trigger and Dual Use
list
 The U.S. munitions list (category I-IV)
For each document identified, a relevancy metric (specifically, binary term occurrence) is computed to evaluate whether the document is truly related and not just a
copy of the same document or too distinct to be useful.
A researcher interested in expanding the search into
new domains or topics of interest can add additional
seed documents to KEF, which will in turn cause the
ADM to expand its search to include those new concepts. Each document discovered through the ADM is
harvested into KEF, passing through the same NLP tools
as content that was manually entered and stored in a
temporary repository while it awaits review by a SME.
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Stage 3: Evidence marshaling

In Stage 3, users make use of KEF’s faceted interface and
summaries to browse the harvested content from Stage
2 and manually vet each piece of content, allowing the
SMEs to decide which pieces of evidence should be
introduced into the wiki. We recognize that no matter
how thorough our NLP tools are, an automated harvesting process will inevitably find data that are not of interest to the SMEs. The goal here is that their vetting
decisions can be fed back to the discovery mechanism to
help improve the quality of the ADM process.
The faceted interface will load a series of documents
that the ADM has harvested. A summary of information
(e.g., source, title, categories, named entities, etc.) will be
shown to the SME, and a series of facets will be available
with similar content. The SME can rapidly go through
the content and mark which documents should be
accepted into KEF and which should be deleted. At any
time, SMEs continue to add their own material into the
environment adding to the vetted documents being harvested by the ADM.
Stage 4: Evidence-model alignment

In Stage 4, users can upload their model structure to the
wiki and the environment will parse the structure and
associated properties. Currently, this feature is in place
for Bayesian Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (BACH)
[41] models that are represented in XML, but similar
visualizations can be added for other types of models.
The user can then select specific parts of documents to
connect to parts of the model (e.g., a paragraph of a
known nuclear trafficking suspect entering the country
could be aligned with the model node entitled ”Suspect
Geographically Linked to Target”). With large numbers
of users, the goal is that the system will start automatically classifying the textual annotations linked to a particular node. These can be used to recommend other
documents that the user should examine within the wiki
and prioritize incoming material. This is especially important when the corpus of discovered documents is
large. Specifically, the system attempts to classify the
piece of text that users align with model nodes in order
to characterize their linguistic structure so that it can try
to identify this signature elsewhere.
This approach is based on research done by Y. Li et al.
[42] in which two sentences are semantically compared
using the WordNet [43] ontology, weighted by the frequency of the words in a large corpus and further combined with the similarity of word order among the
sentences. We have expanded their research by preprocessing the sentences in order to semantically compare
the words in those sentences. The first preprocessing step
is to tag the various parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.). The next step is to disambiguate the word
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sense of each of the words as outlined by Kolhatkar [44]
so that "blue" in "I’m feeling blue" and that found in "The
sky is blue" are considered separate with distinct meanings. The third step is to do a lookup to convert the form
of the words to that found in WordNet. All words whose
parts of speech or word sense cannot be determined, as
well as those not found in WordNet, are removed before
the sentence comparison is attempted.
The results of our research are promising. For example,
the sentence "The threat that terrorists could acquire and
use a nuclear weapon in a major U.S. city is real and urgent" was compared against a document containing 141
sentences. The most similar sentence retrieved was
worded: "A dangerous gap remains between the urgency
of the threat of nuclear terrorism and the scope and pace
of the U.S. and world response." The first sentence talks
about a real and urgent threat of nuclear terrorism while
the second suggests that the international community’s
pace to respond to that threat is insufficient compared to
the urgency of the threat. The next step is to expand from
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sentences to paragraphs while maintaining the level of accuracy experienced at the sentence level [45].
We are currently researching novel methods to expand
this concept to dynamically assign evidence as new content
is fed into the corpus as well as learning from the analyst’s
responses whether or not the evidence that the automated
process finds is relevant. The algorithm will then use this
feedback to further improve the discovery mechanism.
Stage 5: Analytical gaming/Analysis

In Stage 5, the model, fully parameterized with attached
evidence, can be exported from the wiki environment
and used within a separate analytical tool suite. Figure 4
shows a serious game that enables decision- and policymakers to perform “what if?” analysis. The game can
reach back into the KEF environment to utilize real content and push results and decisions back into KEF for
retrospective analysis. KEF can also be used to inject material directly into a running game in order to change
the focus and bring the game back on track. Figures 5

Figure 5 The IED Game. This screenshot shows a portion of the Analytical Game used in the Illicit Trafficking Demonstration (ITD), which will be
discussed in the next section.
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and 6 show some examples of how this linkage has been
exercised with an Improvised Explosive Devices (IED)
serious game [46] and an Energy Infrastructure Security
serious game [47].
KEF also includes a basic chart and graph API, allowing users to visualize data sets metadata about evidence
(e.g., comparing the number of pieces of evidence from
a series of categories).
Case Study: The illicit trafficking demonstration

The Illicit Trafficking Demonstration (ITD) was
intended as a showcase of the capacities provided by
KEF, particularly its integration with the BACH and
Analytical Gaming [48] frameworks. The demonstration
showcases KEF’s handling of the interaction between
SMEs, the documents they have entered into KEF, and
the analytical models built from those documents. The
end goal of the demonstration was to present a cohesive
environment where SMEs, analysts, and other interested
parties could collaborate on the construction and
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execution of a particular analytical model within a single
environment. We describe the implementation of KEF
within PNNL’s Technosocial Predictive Analytics Initiative (TPAI) [5] capstone demonstration below.
ITD was constructed for analysts working in the domain of nuclear trafficking and nonproliferation. As a
regular part of their job, these analysts are often asked
to research the formation of illicit nuclear trafficking
networks, how nuclear materials might move and proliferate through those networks, and the relative likelihood
that particular countries or political actors might engage
in nuclear trafficking activities. A possible outcome of
this research is a model describing the likelihood that a
particular type of nuclear material might be transported
into the United States. During our research, we found
that many of the analysts we interacted with were overwhelmed by the amount of data they could interact with
in their current toolset [6]. These data primarily comprised web search results obtained through a variety of
sources.

Figure 6 The Energy Infrastructure Security Game. This screenshot shows a portion of the Energy Infrastructure Security Game.
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To help offset this overload, the KEF Model (specifically Stages 2 and 3) is formulated to streamline the information capture and analysis process.
When analysts visit the ITD site, they can see at a
glance the various types of content that have already
been harvested and incorporated into KEF. In Figure 7,
the majority of the data has come from social media
sources, primarily blogs. There is, however, also a series
of traditional journal articles, books, conference papers,
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and presentations, some of which were entered manually
as seed documents to aid in the ADM. Analysts can select a particular type of document (e.g., social media)
and load a faceted browser, as seen in Figure 8, to drill
down into that data.
All of these social media data have been automatically
harvested by KEF. A SME has already vetted these data
and allowed it to be entered into the wiki. After using the
faceted browser to narrow down the original results (in

Figure 7 ITD Homepage. This screenshot shows the landing page that a SME would see when visiting the ITD KEF site, including links to the
various types of documents, available models, analytical games, and the collaborative discussion forum and taskings areas.
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Figure 8 ITD social media faceted browser. This screenshot shows the ability to filter social media content based on a series of criteria such as
author, date, and interesting phrases.

this case, we started with approximately 4000 documents),
the SME can select a single entry to view the document,
as seen in Figure 9, as it was harvested from the web.
This example of an individual record in KEF contain
several key pieces of information and capabilities:
 key information about the article (e.g., title, author,

source)
 metadata about the article (e.g., KEF project,

number of comments, and whether this document is
used to seed future harvests from the ADM)
 the original content

 history of the article within KEF (to preserve

provenance of harvest, edits, and modifications)
From this individual blog post, the SME has several
options. The KEF Annotator (as seen in Figure 10), was
custom developed by the KEF team to enable analysts to
further semantically mark up the document by highlighting phrases that are of particular interest. The discussion
option will transport the user to the threaded discussion
area of KEF, as seen in Figure 11, where the SME can
join an existing discussion surrounding this particular
article or start a new one.
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Figure 9 ITD blog post. This screenshot shows harvested content from a blog after it has been placed into the KEF environment.

If the analyst instead decides to focus on an existing
model, they could go into a data model directly from the
homepage. KEF is not, itself, a modeling framework.
However, we have built the capability into KEF to
visualize models and associate evidence with particular
nodes from the model. Figure 12 shows a BACH model
being viewed in the model visualizer.
This model visualizer is accompanied by pages of
documentation that explain each node. KEF also allows
for the alignment of evidence, both manually entered
and harvested through the ADM, with any part of the
model.
KEF evolution since the illicit trafficking demonstration

ITD was very precisely targeted at one domain, nuclear
trafficking and nonproliferation. Since KEF’s inception
we have completed projects in a number of other
domains such as cyber security [49], renewable energy
[50], biomedical nanotechnology, signature discovery
[51], multiscale science, semantic technologies, carbon

sequestration [52], microbial communities [53], visual
analytics, mass spectrometry, and computer supported
cooperative work (CSCW). We have found, over the past
three years, that our original concept of “what KEF is” to
an analyst has evolved somewhat. We find that the overarching concept of KEF, that collection of open source
applications, community extensions, and custom development, is largely the same. However, we have also
found that KEF implementations can be successful even
when they omit some elements of the framework, depending on the needs of the project and the subject domain. These needs have also driven the development of
new options in the framework, including the internal
management of modeling data and the integration discussion topics in-line with wiki content.
Management of data for models

Multiple projects, across a number of domains, have recently approached us about KEF’s data modeling capability. In the past, it was assumed that KEF would be used
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Figure 10 ITD KEF Annotator. This screenshot shows the KEF Annotator.

as a way of marshaling evidence to support models, but
this modeling would not necessarily be done in the KEF
environment. Current development is aimed not only at
aligning evidence with these models (e.g., BACH) but
also managing the data itself:
 Recent work with projects dealing with radical

rhetoric [54], business intelligence, and building
component data has modified analyst workflows. For
example, through KEF, an analyst can start with a
large data set, use the faceted browser to filter out
unwanted or unneeded data, and then send that
data directly into a modeling framework running in
parallel with the wiki environment. Users can
control the data that they run through models much
more accurately, thanks to the filtering they apply in
KEF before exporting the data into the model.
 Similar work is being pursued to allow data
maintained in KEF to be exported directly into
visualization tools such as Scalable Reasoning
System (SRS) [55] or IN-SPIRE™ [56], giving users
access to additional analytical tools beyond the
existing gaming and charting frameworks.
 KEF’s growing capabilities for managing large
quantities of structured data in a user-friendly way

give SMEs and other users easy access to data that
they might not otherwise locate.
 This increasing use of KEF in managing model data
also highlights the benefit of working with SMW, as
the wiki already has an established programming
language for interacting with its data and allowing
external applications to gain access to it.
Discussion threads in-line with content

It is uncommon, unfortunately, for users of KEF to take
full advantage of the current implementation of discussion forums. Web analytical data from KEF sites and
responses from project managers after deployments
often indicate that a discussion forum topic about content in the wiki will see significantly less traffic than the
wiki content page itself. The responses to the discussion
topic are typically even fewer than the number of “reads”
that the topic receives. In an effort to better engage
users in meaningful discussions, we developed an in-line
discussion feature that allows content contained on a
wiki page to be discussed in an integrated, threaded discussion located on the same wiki page. We believe that
the threaded discussion forum still has value, as it gives
users a view of “what has been discussed since I was last
here.” We also believe, based on our analytical data and
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Figure 11 ITD discussion forums. This screenshot shows the discussion forums.

Figure 12 ITD model visualizer. A representation of a BACH model within KEF.
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user interactions, that by placing the discussion in-line
with the content, more users will be exposed to the conversation and encouraged to participate.

Matter Expert; SMW: Semantic Media Wiki; SRS: Scalable Reasoning System;
TPA: Technosocial Predictive Analytics; TPAI: Technosocial Predictive Analytics
Initiative; UNCC: University of North Carolina Charlotte; WYSIWYG: What You
See Is What You Get.

Increased data scaling
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In the original KEF model, we expected that analysts
would be harvesting a combination of traditional and social media. However, some years ago, the volume of social media data was significantly less than it is at the
time of this writing. Clients also have become interested
in exploring large data sets (tens of thousands of
records) within KEF, using its faceted browser and
visualization tools to explore these data. As a result, KEF
regularly must increase the scale of the data we can handle. Additional work with Apache SOLR, as well as continued tweaking of the MySQL database, is continually
underway to allow for increasing quantities of data to be
hosted seamlessly within the KEF environment.

Conclusions
The Knowledge Encapsulation Framework represents a
leap forward in the collaborative process of teams across
many domains. We have presented a collaborative workspace for analysts to gather, automatically discover, annotate, and store relevant information. The combination of
automatically harvested material with user vetting helps
the researcher effectively handle the potentially large quantities of data available while providing a measure of quality
control. The use of the faceted browser allows users to explore large quantities of data, filtering the total number of
results down into a more easily managed subset.
As we interact with an increasing number of domains, we
find that the ease of use of the Semantic Forms throughout
our sites greatly increases the quality of data that our users
provide. Many of our projects start with relatively unstructured data, and after working with KEF, users have an easily
managed and searchable repository of data.
We are continuing to evolve and mature the technology described in this paper. We already anticipate that
work with evolving and new forms of social media, visual analytic tools, mobile devices, and additional collaborative tools (e.g., Drupal [57]) will continue to play an
important role in our current and future projects.
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